**Activity Ideas and Suggestions: Residents' Rights Word Games**

**Audience:** Residents, families, volunteers, visitors, staff

**Supplies:** Copies of the word games found in this packet, writing utensils

**Purpose:** To stimulate residents’ mind, and provide an independent activity for everyone who chooses to participate.

**Activity:** Pass out copies of the word games included in this packet.

**Follow-up:** You may choose to have a competition with residents or staff (separately), and hand out small prizes to those who complete theirs.
Residents' Rights

Celebrate Residents' Rights

Acceptable  Activities  Autonomy
Charity      Clean       Compassionate
Consistent  Courteous   Dignity
Education   Empowerment  Entertainment
Freedom     Independence New Friends
Nursing     Privacy      Regulations
Relatives   Religion     Resident Council
Respect     Rights       Therapy
Visitors
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More Residents' Rights

Accommodating  Accountability  Affectionate
Amenities      Amiable       Awareness
Caregivers     Concern       Consideration
Cultural Differences  Effectiveness  Essential
Ethical        Family        Homelike
Leisure        Quality of Life Rehabilitation
Responsive     Volunteers
Residents' Rights

Access  Active  Advocacy
Approachable  Attentive  Choice
Confidentiality  Core Values  Enforcement
Environment  Esteem  Friendly
Fun  Health  Ombudsman
Physician  Reliable  Residents
Role models  Safety